Lecture 1: The mathematics of neural computing -Penn
Recent results in acoustic modeling, OCR, paraphrase, sentiment analysis, parsing and vectorbased semantic representations have shown that natural language processing, like so many other corners of artificial intelligence, needs to pay more attention to neural computing.
I Gaussian Mixture Models
• Lagrange's theorem • Stochastic gradient descent • typical acoustic models using GMMs and HMMs
II Optimization theory
• Hessian matrices • Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno theory • finite difference approximations of Hessians • Hessian-free optimization • Krylov methods
III Application: Product models
• products of Gaussians vs. GMMs • products of "experts"
• Gibbs sampling and Markov-chain Monte Carlo • contrastive divergence IV Experimentation: Deep NNs for acoustic modeling
• intersecting product models with Boltzmann machines • "generative pre-training" • acoustic modeling with Deep Belief Networks • why DBNs work well
V Variational inference
• variational Bayes for HMMs
In spite of the enormous progress brought by ML techniques, there remains a rather significant range of tasks where automated learners cannot yet get near human performance. One such is the unsupervised learning of word structure addressed by MorphoChallenge, another is the textual entailment task addressed by RTE.
The second lecture recasts these and similar problems in terms of learning weighted edges in a sparse graph, and presents learning techniques that seem to have some potential to better find spare finite state and near-FS models than EM. We will provide a mathematical introduction to the Minimum Description Length (MDL) paradigm and spectral learning, and relate these to the betterknown techniques based on (convex) optimization and (data-oriented) memorization.
Lecture 2: Lexical structure detection -Kornai While modern syntactic theory focuses almost entirely on productive, rule-like regularities with compositional semantics, the vast bulk of the information conveyed by natural language, over 85%, is encoded by improductive, irregular, and noncompositional means, primarily by lexical meaning. Morphology and the lexicon provide a rich testing ground for comparing structure learning techniques, especially as inferences need to be based on very few examples, often just one.
I Motivation
• Why study structure?
• Why study lexical structure? Given the broad range of competing formal models such as templates in speech, PCFGs and various MCS models in syntax, logic-based and association-based models in semantics, it is somewhat surprising that the bulk of the applied work is still performed by HMMs. A particularly significant case in point is provided by PCFGs, which have not proved competitive with straight trigram models. Undergirding the practical failure of PCFGs is a more subtle theoretical problem, that the nonterminals in better PCFGs cannot be identified with the kind of nonterminal labels that grammarians assume, and conversely, PCFGs embodying some form of grammatical knowledge tend not to outperform flatly initialized models that make no use of such knowledge. A natural response to this outcome is to retrench and use less powerful formal models, and the last lecture will be spent in the subregular space of formal models even less powerful than finite state automata.
Lecture 3: Subregular Languages and Their Linguistic RelevanceRogers and Yli-Jyrä
The difficulty of learning a regular or context-free language in the limit from positive data gives a motivation for studying non-Chomskyan language classes. The lecture gives an overview of the taxonomy of the most important subregular classes of languages and motivate their linguistic relevance in phonology and syntax.
I Motivation
• Some classes of (sub) • Subregular constraints on the structure annotations • Notions of (parameterized) locality in syntax.
The relevance of some parameterized subregular language classes is shown through machine learning and typological arguments. Typological results on a large set of languages (Heinz 2007 , Heinz et al 2011 relate language types to the theory of subregular language classes.
There are finite-state approaches to syntax showing subregular properties.
Although structure-assigning syntax differs from phonotactical constraints, the inadequacy of right-linear grammars does not generalize to all finite-state representations of syntax. The linguistic relevance and descriptive adequacy are discussed, in particular, in the context of intersection parsing and conjunctive representations of syntax.
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